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ITRS OP5 Monitor
A complete and fully scalable monitoring solution, for all sizes of IT environments. Monitor your IT estate regardless of location, whether its on-premises, in dynamic environments, public cloud or a hybrid of these.
Book a demo

Video

Exceptional infrastructure monitoring
OP5 Monitor is equipped to meet the monitoring demands of the most complex infrastructure. OP5 is highly customisable and can be adapted to your exact needs, without the cost of complexity. It’s ready to go with most devices out-of-the-box, and is completely compatible with Nagios plugins. 
Additionally, OP5 Monitor offers advanced reporting, with business-focused reports on service level agreements (SLAs) and availability. And if you don’t get the reporting you need from the standard reports, you can easily make your own. Finally, OP5 Monitor scales well across distributed environments, meeting your devices where they are.
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Unparalleled scalability in distributed environments
A distributed architecture to handle environments of any scale and any type.



Customisable
Functions alongside almost all devices are out-of-the-box and 100% compatible with Nagios plugins.



One unified view
Full oversight of the entire IT estate through a single pane of glass.
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Full visibility
New technologies add extra layers and complexity to the IT estate by creating a hybrid of both static and dynamic environments that can be difficult to monitor efficiently.


ITRS OP5 Monitor gives you a view of your entire IT estate through a single pane of glass, allowing you to consolidate monitoring tools and cut down costs.






SNMP network monitoring
ITRS OP5 Monitor provides state of the art network monitoring that is totally brand agnostic and with a market leading price model.



API monitoring
ITRS OP5 Monitor gives you a rest-API to support automation and integration with other systems.



Network performance reporting
ITRS OP5 Monitor visually presents your data in service level reports for service monitoring, server monitoring and network monitoring.

Watch demo
VideoLearn how ITRS OP5 Monitor can help you:
	Monitor everything, from servers to containers.
	Get visibility into your entire estate in one single view.
	Scale all aspects of your IT environment.
	Data collection regardless of technology stack and across hybrid environments.



What our clients say about us
[image: vgr-it-testimonial]
We are now confident that what's in our monitoring system correlates with the real world.

technical specialist at vgr it
read case study




Stay updated with ITRS OP5 Monitor



What's new
What's new in the latest releases of ITRS OP5.
Related content
Related posts
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Using monitoring to stay competitive in the 24/7 gambling industry
AB Svenska Spel (‘Swedish Games’) is a state-owned corporation operating in the regulated gambling market in Sweden, covering everything from casino to sports betting and beyond.
Read full post
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Monitoring at Carus - Efficiency & transparency for superior customer service
Carus is the world leader in IT solutions for Ferry and Cruise with a global client base spanning across 18 countries and 4 continents.
Read full post


See ITRS in action
We understand that navigating IT environments can be complex, and every organization faces unique challenges. That's why we offer customized demos tailored to your specific needs. Book your demo today to experience the power of intelligent, hybrid IT monitoring.

Book a demo
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